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Override activation
Shutters LS-10-12 and LS-100-12v1

Illuminated
warning sign
Push button
inside door

Keypad outside
door

Maglocks for
locking system

Interlock switches

E-Stop break glass

When used with any of the Lasermet ICSseries of interlock control systems, the LSshutters are used as shown here.
Opening of any laboratory door without
use of the override will result in the shutter
closing, thus preventing unprotected
persons from being exposed to the laser
radiation. The shutter is fail safe and
gravity fed. Loss of power will cause the
shutter to close without reliance on
springs or any other device. High quality
engineering design ensures smooth and
reliable operation.

E-stop push buttons

Beam enclosed
by shutter tube

When closed beam
dumped internally

12V Beam Shutter

Laser

Combined Shutter and Beam
Dump
The LS- series shutters are designed to
absorb all the laser beam power thus
eliminating the need for an additional
beam dump and avoiding hazardous
reflections.

Low Current Requirement
The laser beam is converted to heat which
is radiated from the shutter case. The LS100-12 has fan assisted cooling. The fan
will turn on when the shutter is closed and
the beam dump temperature exceeds 45
˚C. Shutters can be used with lasers up to
the maximum average power specified.

Intelligent design results in low current
consumption. This increases the number
of shutters which can be run from the
same power supply and keeps the shutter
cool for use as a beam dump when
closed.

Model

Max Laser
Power
(W)

Aperture
Size
(in)

Drive
Voltage
(V DC)

Current
Consumption
(mA)

Size
(in)

LS-10-12

20

0.6

12

180

3.9 x 2.5 x 1.4

LS-100-12

200

2

12

180

5.1 x 6.3 x 5.5
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